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An
Introduction
Bottom line results at the heart of

everything we do. 

Colehouse Communications deliver high-quality, 

high-impact photography and videography services to

help brands effectively engage with their audiences

online.  

You can have the best photography in the world, but if

people aren't seeing it, then... what's the point?

 

We have 7 years experience in digital consultancy and

expertise and so can offer a bespoke service for your

brand which will result in more business for you.
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The
Planning 

The planning and pre-production

period plays an integral part in

the development of impressive,

eye-catching photography and

videography...

PHOTO

&  V IDEO

Brand history and customer journey

exploration

Ideas discussion

Location Scouting

Shot Listing

Storyboards & Scripts 

You'll meet the team and have a strategy

session which includes: 
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The
Shooting &

Editing

Whether it is a product shot, an interior pic a team

photo we take all forms of uses into consideration. We

want your film and photography to work for you across

your website, social media, marketing materials,

customer emails and more.

We will arrange the shots and have a lot of fun on site

with you getting the job done. We tend to find we get a

few great ideas on the day too and dont mind throwing

them in the mix - its your shoot! 

Once we're done we take the best shots and add some

editing magic. 
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Review &

Handover 

The initial editing is done and dusted! Now all you need

to do is review the finished piece and let us know what

you think. This is the bit we love - we thrive off our

customers reactions to the work we've done. 

Something you want to change? That's no problem we

work with two rounds of feedback so we can perfect

things and you can be happy. 
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The
Consultation 

Amendments have been made and you're over the moon

with the final product! Once we've received the final

invoice payment, we will hand over the high-quality, highly

engaging content which we have worked with you to

produce. 

Now the materials are yours to use freely but you need to

know how to use them to receive the best ROI. We value

the relationships which we form with clients during the

production process, and truly care about how you can

utilise these materials to achieve the best possible results

and boost your social presence through a FREE two hour

consultation with you or your team. 
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Hidebound, handcraft a unique range of leather

drinking vessels, made to historical design and

adapted for contemporary use. The team wanted

some support in the production of professional

images to showcase their product offerings. The

initial shoot was used as research of their product,

honing in on the high detail and range of their

products, some of these images could be used for

creative posts and for effective product sweeps in

the video production. 

Our second meeting with Hidebound involved

capturing their best-selling products with a full

studio set-up using backdrops and lighting. The

team are continuing to work with Hidebound to

develop how our photography and video service

offerings can be used to boost their social media

presence through video advertising.

Client Study:

Hidebound
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The Porky Pint is a traditional real ale bar - under 

 new ownership they asked us to help them to

elevate this further by providing our photography

service.

After consulting with them, we took a range of

interior and exterior shots plus a range of product

shots to showcase what they can offer. 

We are continuing to work with The Pork Pint to

help them to utilise these assets to their full

potential and to give them the best possible return

on their investment. 

Client Study: 

The Porky Pint
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Photography Package: £350

In your free* two hour

consultancy, we'll work with

you to identify how to use

your assets to their full

potential. 

*Cost of consultancy usually £300

What's included:

100 Hi res images 

Interior & exterior shots

Food/Drink /Product shots

Customer Interaction

Headshots

Press
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In your free* two hour

consultancy, we'll work with

you to identify how to use

your assets to their full

potential. 

*Cost of consultancy usually £300

What's included:

Script creation

Up to 90 second advert

Up to 3 edits

25 still images

Film Package: £550
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Combination Package: £650

In your free* two hour

consultancy, we'll work with

you to identify how to use

your assets to their full

potential. 

*Cost of consultancy usually £300

What's included:

100 Hi res images 

Interior & exterior shots

Food/Drink /Product shots

Customer Interaction

Headshots

Press

Script creation

Up to 90 second advert

Up to 3 edits
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Contact Us
Phone Number
01642 917333

Email Address

steve@colehousedigital.com

Website
https://colehousedigital.com

If our professional photography

and videography packages are

something you'd like to know

more about, please feel free to

get in touch with the team for a

free, no obligation chat!
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Facebook Instagram Twitter


